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INTRODUCTIOX 
A useful computational tool in algebraic K-theory is the Mayer-Vietoris 
sequence [ 111. It is well known [13] that this only holds in low dimen- 
sions, since the excision homomorphisms arc not always isomorphisms. 
More precisely, if I, and Z2 are two-sided ideals of a unitary ring /1 such 
that I, P Zz = (O}, then the excision homomorphism K1(,4; II) -+ 
Kz(ii/Z2; I, + Z,/I,) is surjective, but not in general injective. This is due to 
the birelative group K2( ,4; I,. Zz) (defined in fact for arbitrary ideals I, and 
Zz) which fits into the exact sequence 
... + K,(A; I,) + K,(A,‘I,; I, + Z,/Z,) + K,(A; I,, I,) 
-+ K,( A; I, ) -+ K,( /l/Z, ; I; + Z2/Z2) + . I 
The group K,(A; I,, I?) has been computed by Guin-Walery and 
Loday [S] for I, n Zz = (O}, and also for I, n Zz a radical ideal and n com- 
mutative. 
In this article we study the multirelative group Kz(,4; I,, .,., I,,) which is 
defined for any two-sided ideals Z,, . . . . I, of A. For n > 2 and 
r),<i<,rli=(O) h we s ow that it has a presentation with generators (r, .Y) 
(where r, SE n such that r E r,i, n Zj and SE fiicH Zj for some A u B: 
{ 1, . ..) PI)) and relations: for rcfi,+,,Ii, .s,s’~n,,,~Z~, and ~EP~~~.Z; with 
A, B, CG (1 ) . ..1 n; 
(r, s) = -- (s, r) if AuB= (l,...,n}, 
(r, s} + (Y, s’) = (r? s+s’) if Au B= {l, . . . . n>, 
(r, sf) -+ (s, tr) + <t, i-s) =0 if AuBuC- (i,...,~}. 
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For n = 2 this result is given in [S]. To illustrate the utility of the result, we 
use it to recover a theorem of [3] (see Proposition 1.4). Finally, we give a 
presentation of K,(/i; I,, . . . . Z,) in the case where (1 is commutative with 
n 1 < iCn Z, a radical ideal and certain conditions on E(n; n I ~ i,c,l Zj). 
0‘~; methods involve crossed n-cubes, as defined in [4]. These are 
generalisations of the crossed modules ( = crossed l-cubes) and crossed 
squares ( = crossed 2-cubes) used in [S]. Our methods are, however, dif- 
ferent from those of [S] in that we make use of a recent result of Brown 
and Loday [ 1,2]: a van Kampen-type theorem for a functor from n-cubes 
of spaces to crossed n-cubes. 
Section 1 contains our definitions and results on multirelative K-theory. 
The proofs of the main results are postponed until Section 3. In Section 2 
we give definitions and results on crossed n-cubes. 
Throughout the article n is a positive integer and (rz) = (1, . . . . n}. The 
cardinality of a set A is denoted by (A(. For a and h elements of a group, 
[a, h] is the commutator aha ‘h ‘, and “h is the element &cl ‘. 
Let ,4 be an associative ring with unit, GL(/I) the general inear group of 
/1, and BGL(n)+ the space constructed by Quillen [12] (see [7] for 
details). Its homotopy groups are, by definition, the groups of algebraic 
K-theory, ZCi(n)=nn,(BGL(/l)’ ) for i3 1. The fundamental group of the 
homotopy fibre F(n) of BGL(A) -+ BGL(A) * is isomorphic to the Stein- 
berg group St(A). Before defining the multirelative K-theory groups, and 
multirelative Steinberg group, we introduce some notation on n-cubical 
diagrams. 
An n-cube of spaces we parametrise as a commutative diagram consisting 
of pointed spaces X, (A E (n)) and pointed maps X, -+ Xa,\ji) (A E (n), 
is A). For instance, if n = 2 we get a commutative square: 
As in [ 11, an n-cube of spaces {X, : A c (n ) } yields an n-cube of 
fibrations; this we parametrise as a commutative diagram consisting of 
spaces x,, B (B G A G (n ) ) and fibrations 
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(i.e., X,, B is the tibre of the fibration). This contains an n-cube of spaces 
VA, @ : A E (n)} homotopy equivalent to {X, : A E (n) } (i.e., there is a 
morphism (X, : A G (n) } -+ {x,, m : A c (n)} consisting of homotopy 
equivalences X, + X,, m for A c (n ) ). For instance, if n = 2 we get a com- 
mutative diagram 
in which the rows and columns are fibrations and the square at the bottom 
right is homotopy equivalent to {X, : A c (2) }. 
We will also use the notion of an n-cube of’ rings, that is, a commutative 
diagram consisting of rings R, (A E (n)) and homomorphisms 
R, -+ Ra,,\(ii (A c (n), in A). 
Let I,, . . . . I, be two-sided ideals of the ring A, and for A c (n) write 
AA=A/Zic<n)\A '19 '<n>= A. Then we have an n-cube of rings 
{A,: A c (n)}, and an n-cube of spaces {BGL(A,): As (n)}. We also 
have an n-cube of spaces { BGL(A,) f : A z (n) }, where, to ensure com- 
mutativity, we choose a representative space for BGL(Z)+ and define 
BGL(A,) + to be the pushout [ 121 
BGL(Z) - BGUA.4) 
I 
I 
-. 1 
i 
BGL(Z)’ - BGL.(A,)+. 
By taking F(A,) to be the homotopy fibre of BGL(A,) + BGL(A,) +, we 
obtain a third n-cube of spaces {F(AA): A c (n)}. Associated to each of 
these n-cubes of spaces is an n-cube of fibrations, which we denote by 
{am,, B: 
---- 
BcAc (n)}, {BGLA&: BcAs (n)>, and {F&R: 
Z? E A z (n ) }, respectively. 
DEFINITION. For A g (n) we set 
---- 
&(A; Ii: in A) = x,(BGLA&>, A) for i> 1, 
%(A; I,: in A) = n,(~~<,), A)r 
---- 
GL(A; Ii: in A) = TC~(BGLA<,>, a), 
E(A;Zi:i~A)=Im(St(A;Zi:i~A)-+GL(A)). 
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THEOREM 1.1. For A c (n) 
(i) there is an exact sequence 
(ii) if A is a proper subset and kE (n)\A, then there is an exact 
sequence 
. . . -rKj+,(A;Zi:iEA)~Kj,,(A/Zk;Zi+Zk/Zk:iEA) 
--) K,(A; I;: iEA u {k}) + K,(A; I,: iE A) 
~Ki(AIZk;Zi+ZklZk:i~A)-t . . . . 
(iii) GL(A; Ii: iE A) = GL(A; nrcA Zi) 
= Ker(GL(A) + GUNE,,, Ii)); 
(iv) E(A; Ii: ig A) = E(A; niEA Ii); 
(v) Kl(A; I,: iE A)= K,(A; nrsA I,). 
ProoJ: It will follow from Proposition 3.1 and the first part of 
Proposition 3.2 that the space FA<n),A is path-connected. Thus (i) is part 
of the homotopy exact sequence of the libration 
-- --_- --_- 
F/i <n>, A -+ BGLA <n), A + BGLA &>, A. 
The sequence (ii) is the homotopy exact sequence of the libration 
The identities of (iii) are clear. To prove (iv) note that there is a com- 
mutative diagram (induced by inclusions of Iibrations) 
and hence, by (i), E(A;Z,:~EA)EE(A;~~,~,Z~). But E(A; nisA Ii)= 
w; &A zj, . . . . nieA Zj)s:E(A;Zi: ieA). Thus (iv) is proved, and (v) 
follows from (i), (iii), and (iv). 1 
For n 2 2 we denote by S(A; I,, . . . . Z,) the group with generators 
a@A,Bb (a,bEE(A) such that aEE(A;niEAZ,), bEE(A;niE.Zj) and 
A v B = (n), A n B = 0, A, B # 0) and with relations, for a, a’ E 
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E(n; r)iEAZi),bEE(/l; niEBZi),cEE(A; r)iGc.Z,),anddEE(A; ni,,Zi)with 
A, B, C, D # 0, 
a@a,s b=(bOB,Aa) ’ 
if AuB=(n), AnB=@, (1) 
aa’ OA, R h= (“a’@,, B “h)(a@,,. h) 
if AuB=(n), AnB=@, (2) 
(“[a ‘9 ~lO.4,B.C Uc)(‘Cc-‘,alOA~,.,B”h)(hCh ‘,cIO~~~.,~~U)=~ 
if AuBuC=(n), AnB=AnC=BnC=@, (3) 
(aOa,Bb)(cOc. nd)(ac&Bh) I= ru+~c. D lu.hld 
if AuB=CuD=(n),AnB=CnD=D, (4) 
MLA= (aO,,iki.H\jkj b) if AuB=(n), AnB=a, 
I<n)\Al>L k~ <n)\A, aEE(A; nrcAvIkl Ii). (5) 
st(A; I,) . ..) I,,) = q/i; I,, . . . . I,,). 
(Here n means “the subgroup of GL(A) generated by...“) 
The proof is given in Section 3. If n = 2 and I, = Z2 = ,4 then this theorem 
yields a presentation of St(A) with generators a 0 h (a, h E E(A)) and with 
relations: for a, a’, h, h’ E E(A), 
aa’@h= (“a’O”h)(a@h), 
a@hh’=(a@h)(ha@hh’). 
This presentation of St(A) is given in [l]. 
Note that a sufficient condition for Et4 n,,,,, zi) = 
F 
AL,=+), A,BZ<n> CE(A; nieA Zi), -f%A; CIiEBZi)l is that niF-cn> Ii= 
avB=tnj, A,B+<n) (n,,, Zi)(ni.BZ,). We the identity e,(j.j.‘)= 
[eik(A), ekj(iV’)] and the fact that E(A; ni, <,,> I,) is generated by the 
elements ue,(r) 24 ’ with UEE(A), rE(-). rt<n> I, [ll]. Here e,Ji.) is the 
elementary matrix with I. in the (i, j)th position.) 
For n L 1 we denote by D(A; I,, . . . . I,,) the abelian group generated by 
the elements (r, s) (rE nisA Ii and SE ni+,Zi for some Au B= (n), and 
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where 0. re(a Zi= A) and defined by the relations, for r E flicA Ii, 
s,s’E~~~.~Z,, t~n~..Z~with A,B,CE(~), 
(r, s) = - (s, r) if AuB=(n), (6) 
(r, s) + (r, s’) = (r, s + s’ - srs’) if AuB=(n), (7) 
(r, st) + (s, tr} + (t, rs) =0 if AuBuC=(n). (8) 
THEOREM 1.3. Suppose n 3 2 and ni, <,,) Z, = (0). Then 
MA; I,, ..*> I,) = D(A; I,) . ..( I,). 
The proof is given in Section 3. For n = 2 this result is given, using different 
methods, in [IS]. Note that when niE-<“> Ii= {0}, then (7) implies biad- 
ditivity of the bracket ( , ). 
To demonstrate the utility of Theorem 1.3 we give the following 
application. Let R be an associative ring with unit, [R, R] the subgroup of 
the additive group R + of R generated by the elements rs - sr (Y, s E R), and 
T(R) the group R ’ /CR, R]. For A z (n) let T(R), be the abelian group of 
polynomials on {x,: i E A} with coefficients in T(R) (thus T(R), = T(R) 
and for A # @, T(R), is the direct sum of countably many copies of T(R)). 
Let R[x,, . . . . .x,1/(x, . . . xn) be the quotient of the ring of polynomials in 
XI, ..., x,, with coefficients in R by the two-sided ideal generated by the 
element x, x2 . + .s,, . Finally, let Z, (i E (n)) be the two-sided ideal of this 
ring generated by the element x,. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. [3]. Suppose n 2 2, R is regular, and A = 
RCx,, . . . . x,]/(x, . . . AT,,). Then 
K?(A) = K?(R)@ K,(A; I,, . . . . I,) 
and 
K2(A; I,, . . . . I,) = @ n 2 ’ T(R),,. 
AE<fi> 
Proof. The homomorphism A + A/Z, = R[x,, ,.., x,] is split. Therefore, 
by l.l(ii), we have 
Since R is regular it follows from the Fundamental Theorem of algebraic 
K-theory [ 121 that K?(A/Z,) = K2( R). Now for A a proper subset of (n) 
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and kE (n)\\A, the homomorphism (A; Ii: SEA) + (/ljZk; Zi+ Z,/Z,: iEA) 
is split and, by l.l(ii), 
For A non-empty the Fundamental Theorem implies that 
KJAjI,; I; + Zk/lk: in A) is trivial. Hence Kz(n; I,) = K,(/1; I,, . . . . Z,l) and 
the first equality of the proposition follows. 
Now 1.3 tells us that K,(/1; I,, . . . . Z,,) = D(il; I,, . . . . I,,). Let 
A: 0 A+<n) T(R)A+ @A~<<n) OisA 7’(R), be the diagonal map. It is 
readily checked that there is a homomorphism from Coker A to 
D(A; I,) . ..) I,,) which sends an element t in the ith copy of T(R),4 to the 
element (-xi; m,, (n>s,iii Xi)(rIi,a x,) t). It can be shown that this 
homomorphism has an inverse, and is hence an isomorphism. 1 
For II = 2, Proposition 1.4 was given in [5]. For n B 2, the above 
description of K2(R[x , , . . . . .x~]/(x, . ..u,,)) was given, by a different 
method, in [3]. Other results of [3] (namely Proposition 4.2 and 
Theorems 3.1, 4.7, 4.9, and 5.3) can also be deduced from our Theorem 1.3. 
THEOREM 1.5. Suppwr n 2 2, fi, i i,I i Z, is a rudical ideal, A is com- 
mututiw and 
E(A; n,:, Z,)]. Then 
EtAi n rc<,z>~J=rrni,A <,I>. .I,Rf (II) rEtA: n,, .1 Ii), 
K,( A; I, ) . ..) I,,) = WA; I,, . . . . Z,,). 
The proof is given in Section 3. The theorem is also known to be true 
[6, lo] for rz = 1 and we use this in our proof. The theorem was given, for 
the case n = 2, in [S]; in fact the result in [S] is more general in that no 
condition on E(A; I, n Z,) is required. Our methods can be used to obtain 
this more general result. In fact the condition on E(A; ni, +,> Zj) has been 
imposed merely to simplify calculations, and it is reasonable to conjecture 
that it is not needed. 
2. CROSSED n-CUBES 
In this section we recall from [4] the definition of a crossed n-cube, and 
from [Z] a van Kampen-type theorem for crossed n-cubes. We also prove 
two technical lemmas. 
A crossed n-cube is a family of groups M,d (A c (n)) together with 
homomorphisms pi: M, + M,, :ii (iE <n>, A E (n>) and functions 
/z:MA~MH-‘MAL,R (A,Bc(n)) such that if “h denotes h(a, h) h for 
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aEMA, heMB with AGB, then for a,a’eMA, h,h’~M~, ceM( 
A, B, CC (n) and for i, jE (n), 
p,a = a if i$A, 
PiP.,a = PjVA 
hh(a, h) = 4w, ~,b), 
h(a, h) = h(p;a, b) = h(a, pLih) if ieA and ie B, 
h(a, a’) = [a, a’], 
h(a, h) = h(h, a) ‘, 
h(a, h) = 1 if a=1 orb=l, 
h(aa’, h) = uh(a’, b) h(a, b), 
h(a, hh’) = h(a, h) bh(a, b’), 
Oh(h(a ‘, h), c) “h(h(C ‘, a), b) hh(h(b--‘, c), a) = 1, 
“h(h, c) = h(“b, “c) if AsBand A&C. 
with 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
A morphism 4: (M, : A E (n ) } + {Ma : A s (n ) } of crossed n-cubes is a 
family of homomorphisms #A : M,,, + Ma (A c (n ) ) which commute with 
the pi and the h. 
Given a crossed n-cube {M, : A z (n) } and a set r of subsets of (n), 
we shall mean by {M, : A E r} the structure consisting of the groups M, 
(A E f), and homomorphisms Hi, A,,B ,u~: M, + Ms (A, BE f, B c A), and 
functions h: M, x M, + M,4 \, H (A, B, A u BE I’)). When we write 
{M,:AEI~}={M~:AE~} we shall mean that the identity is such that 
M, = Ma, etc. 
Note that if I’ is closed under unions, and if, as partially ordered sets, I’ 
is isomorphic to the set of subsets of (m) for some m <n, then 
{M, : A E f } is a crossed m-cube. 
For m an integer we say that a crossed n-cube {M, : A c (n) } is 
m-universal if, given any other crossed n-cube {N, : A E (n) } such that 
{NA: As (n), IAl ,<m} = {MA: A c(n), IAl <m}, then the identities 
M, + N, extend uniquely to a morphism of crossed n-cubes. 
Given an n-cube of spaces { XA : A c (n) } and a set r of subsets of (n), 
we mean by {X, : A E I-‘> the diagram consisting of the spaces X, (A E T) 
and maps MA-MB (A, BEJ; BsA). 
Recall that associated to any n-cube of spaces is an n-cube of fibrations 
{RA,B: BGAG (n)}. A s in [ 11 we say that the n-cube of spaces is connec- 
ted if the spaces X,, H (B c A E (PI)) are path-connected. For instance, a 
1 -cube of spaces, i.e., a pointed map x, , ) + x, , is connected if x, r 1, x,, 
and the homotopy tibre are path-connected. 
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It is shown in [9] that there is a functor from n-cubes of spaces to 
cat”-groups. Using the equivalence between cat”-groups and crossed 
n-cubes given in [4], we obtain a functor TC from n-cubes of spaces to 
crossed n-cubes. It turns out that 
n{X,:Ac(n))= {n,(Z,,,,,.):Ac(n)), 
the homomorphisms p,: ~c,(X,,,,,~) ---t 71,(X<,,), A ,)) (A c_ (n), ie (n)) are 
induced by the maps XC,,, ,, --t x<,,),,4,,/i:, and the functions 
h: rc,(XCnj, 4) x rc,(XCnj, B) + 7c,(XC,,>, A ~ R) are generalised Whitehead 
products. (For more details see [4].) 
The following theorem is recalled from [2]. It is stated there in terms of 
cat”-groups and (n + 1)-ads of spaces. Its conversion into the following 
form is straightforward. 
THEOREM (R. Brown and J.-L. Loday [2]). Suppose n >/ 2 und 
{X,,, : A E (n ) : is an n-cube qf spaces such that: 
(i) foreachi~(n)the(n-l)-cuheof.space.s~X,~:A~(n),i~A)i,s 
connected; 
(ii) the space X, is the c&nit af the diagram {X, : A E (n), 
AZ(a). 
Then the n-cube of spaces {X, : A c (n ) } ‘, t s connected, und its .fundamental 
crossed n-cube 7~ IX,, : A E (n ) } is (n - 1 )-universal. 
We end this section with two technical lemmas, 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose n 3 2 wd { M ,( : A E (II + 1 ) ) is a crossed (n + l)- 
cube such that: 
(i) the homomorphisms u,: M, -+ M,,,(,: (A E (n), iE (n)) are 
injective; 
(ii) M,,, = nj+ Mc,,>,iij; 
(iii) the homomorphisms u,, + , : M, --* M,,, (,, + , ; (A c (n + 1)) are 
surjective; 
(iv) u,,+ , : M,, + ,) --* M, is an isomorphism; 
(v) the group M,,, is generated by the elements h(u, h) (aE M,, 
HEMP, Au B= (n), A, B# (n)). 
Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) The crossed (n + 1 )-cube {M, : A E (n + 1)) is n-universul. 
(b) The crossed n-cube { M,4: A c (n + 1 ), n + 1 E A > is (n - l)- 
universal. 
4x1.112 2-2 
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Proof It is easy to show that (b) implies (a) and, as we don’t 
actually use this, we leave the details to the reader. Suppose then that (a) 
holds. Let {N, : A c (n + 1 ), n + 1 E A > be a crossed n-cube such 
that {N,:Ac(n+l), A#(n+l), n+lEA}={M,:Ac(n+l), 
A#(n+l),n+l~A}. Wecanextend (N,:AE(~+~),~+~EA) toa 
crossed (n+l)-cube {N,:Ac(n+l)} such that [N,:Ac(n+l), 
A#(n+l)~=(M,:Ac(n+l), A#(n+l)}. The homomorphism 
P II .N + I . <n+ ,> + N,,, is the restriction of the homomorphism 
~U,+,(n,t<,,,~i):N~“+I)~N~, . it follows from (i) and (ii) that the image 
of ,D,,+ ,(nisCn) ,u,) lies in N,,,. The homomorphism c(,,+ i: N,, + i) -+ N,,,, 
is in fact surjective since, by (v), the group N+, is generated by the 
elements h(a,h) (HEN,,, CENT, AuB=(n), A, B#(n)) we have 
Ma, b) = 4/J,, t 12, PL,, + IV for some ii E M, ir IN + , I) 
h”EA4 RLI (n tl) by (iii) 
= P,, + I h(k 6) by (11). 
For AuB=(n+l), n+l~A, n+l$B, the function h:N,xN,+ 
N <nt 1) is given by (a, h) -/~(a, a), where 6~ N,, in + II such that 
p,, + ,a = 6. This is well defined since, if 6’ E N,,, in + ,I and ,u~ + ,6’ = b also, 
then 
h(u, 5’) h(u, 5) ’ 
= h(a, 8’) %(a, 5 ‘) by (15) and (17) 
= h(a, 5’) h’h(u, h ‘) by (11) 
= h(u, H ‘) by (17) 
=h(a, P,, , oh” ‘1) by (12) 
= 1 by (15). 
It is easily checked that the structure {N, : A G (n + 1) } satisfies (9)-( 19), 
and hence it is a crossed (n + 1)-cube. The universal property of 
{MA: A E (n+ l)} now implies that the identity maps M, + N, 
(A c (n + l), A # (n + 1 ), n + 1 EA) extend uniquely to a morphism of 
crossed n-cubes as required. 1 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose n > 2 and (M, : A G (n + 1) > is a crossed (n + l)- 
cube such that the homomorphisms p,, +. 1 : M, + M,,{, + 1 l (A c (n + 1 ), 
A#(n+l))ure.wqective. Then{M,:A=(n+l)orAc(n),A#(n)) 
is a crossed n-cube. Moreover, if {M, : A c (n + 1 ), n + 1 E A ) is an 
(n - 1 )-uniuersal crossed n-cube, then { M,4 : A = (n + 1) or A c (n ), 
A # (n ) } is also (n - 1 )-universal. 
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Proof We must first verify that {M, : A = (n + 1) or A c (n), 
A # (n) } is a crossed n-cube. The functions h: M, x M, --f M,,, +. I > 
(AuB=(n), A, B# (n)) are given by (a, h) -+ (zi,6), where 
dEM Ab(n+ 1;) 6EM ~,~i~+lisuchthat~,+,ci=a,~,+,~=h.Anargument 
similar to the one used m the proof of Lemma 2.1 shows that the h are well 
defined. It is routine to check that the axioms (9) (19) of a crossed n-cube 
are satisfied. The second statement in the lemma is clear. 1 
3. PRCOP OF THEOREMS 1.1(i), 1.2, 1.3, AND 1.5 
Recall that I,, . . . . I, are two-sided ideals of an associative ring /i with 
unit. The n-cube of rings {A A : A c_ (n) } gives rise to n-cubes of spaces 
{BSt(n,): Ar (n)}, {BSt(n)+: AE (n)}, and (F”(/i,): AL(~)), 
where F”(n,) is the homotopy fibre of B St(&) -+ B St(n,) &. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. The n-cubes of .spac~.s {&I,): As (n)), {F”‘(AJ: 
A E (n) j are homotopy equioalent. 
This is well known and is easily deducible from the basic properties of 
the “plus” construction [7]. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. The n-cube cf spaces { F”‘(A,): A G (n) } is connected. 
If n32 and E(d;r\licc,n)li)=n,,.=,,,,,.,.,.,,, CE(A;n,,,II)3 
E(A; nieBZj)], then the crossed n-cube n{F”(A,): AG (n)) is (n- l)- 
unioersal. 
Proof: The morphism {BSt(/i,): AE (n)] + {BSt(/i.)‘: AZ(~)) 
of n-cubes of spaces can be considered as an (n + 1)-cube of spaces. We 
claim that BSt(n,)- is the colimit of the diagram obtained from this 
(n + 1)-cube by removing B St(n,) ’ . To see this, suppose given a space Y 
and mapsf,: B St(/itii)? * Y (iE (n)) andf: B St(n,) -+ Y, such that for 
i, Jo (n) the diagrams 
B WA Lr,,i)+ - 
1 
B St(/i (jl) * 
1 
BSt(/ilji)- BSt(/Q)’ 
1 
BSt(/l,,;)’ - Y B St(/t,) - Y 
commute. Let g,: B St(/l,) + + Y be defined by the commutative diagram 
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The claim is proved if we show that gi = gj for all i, Jo (n). But this 
follows from the commutative diagram 
by first taking k = i and then k = j. Similarly, for any CC (n) with 
ICI <<n - 2, the space B St(AC)+ is the colimit of the corresponding 
diagram. Now the n-cube of spaces (B St(A, ): A c (n ) } is plainly connec- 
ted. By an inductive use of the theorem of Brown and Loday which was 
recalled in Section 2, we see that the (n + I)-cube of spaces 
jBSt(A,):A~(n)}-+{BSt(A,)‘:A~(n)) is connected. Hence, in 
particular the n-cube of spaces (F”(A,): A c (n)} is connected. The 
theorem of Brown and Loday also implies that the crossed (n + 1)-cube 
associated to the preceding (n + 1 )-cube of spaces is n-universal. If n z 2, 
then it follows from Lemma 2.1 that the crossed n-cube 
7c{FI(AA): A E (n)} is (n - l)-universal. 1 
~OPoSITION 3.3. Suppose n 2 2 und (M, : A S (n) } is the (n - l)- 
universal crossed n-cube with M, = E(A; nieA I,) (A c (n), A # (n)). If 
Et/f; nit<,~>zi)=nAJR=(n),A.~f(n) IX4 heA UT Et/f; fI,,.~Jl, then 
A4 (n> = St(A; I,) . . . . Z,). 
Proof: This follows from Proposition 3.2 and 2.2 applied to the crossed 
(n+l)-cube7t({BSt(AA):A~(n)}--r{BSt(Aa)*:A~(n)}). 1 
Theorem 1.2 follows from Proposition 3.3 and the description of (n - l)- 
universal crossed n-cubes given in [4, Theorem 2.31. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let Z and J be two-sided ideuls of A such that In J= { 0). 
Then there is a function h: @A; I) x E(A; J) + D(A; Z, J) such that, for 
a,a’EE(A;Z), b, b’EE(A; J), dEE(A), rel, 
(i) h(aa’, b) = h(a, 6) + h(a’, b), 
(ii) h(a, bb’) = h(a, 6) + h(a, b’), 
(iii) h(dad - 1, dbd -‘) = h(a, b), 
(iv) h(eJr), b) = (r, b,ih 
where bii is the (j, i)th entry in the matrix b. 
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Proof Let AC = A 0, AOP. There is an isomorphism 
ZOne J-, D(A; Z, J), r 0 s -+ (Y, s). In [S, Lemma 3.33 there is shown to 
be a crossed 2-cube 
Z@,. J - St(A; J) 
1 1 
9(/i; I) - WA) 
with h: %(A; I) x St(A; J) + ZQAC J defined by (y&r), u) -+ (r, ujj) for 
y&r) a generator of St(A; I), u an element of St(A; J), and uji the (j, i)th 
entry in the image of u in E(,4; J). From Proposition 3.2 we have a 
1 -universal crossed 2-cube 
St(A; Z, J) - St( A; J) 
i 1 
St(/i; I) - St(A) 
and hence a homomorphism St(A; Z, J) + I@,< J z D(A; Z, J). From 
Proposition 3.3 we have a function E(A; I) x E(A; J) + St(A; Z, J) which, 
on composing with the preceding homomorphism, yields the required 
function h: E( A; I) x E( A; J) --f D( A; Z, J). a 
LEMMA 3.5. Suppose that I, J are two-sided ideals of A, and 
- E(A; J) 
1 
E(A; I)- E(A) 
is a crossed 2-c&e. Then the function h: E(A; I) x E(A; J) -+ M is determined 
by its value on the elements (eV(r), eji(s)) (r E Z and s E J). Moreover, if E(A) 
acts trivially on the image of the function, then the function is determined by 
its value on the elements (a,,(r), e,,(s)) (r EZ and SE J). 
Proof The proof is a straightforward adaption of the proof of [S, 
Lemma 3.41. 1 
LEMMA 3.6. Let I, J, K be two-sided ideals of A such that 
In Jn K= (0). Let h: E(A; In J) x E(A; K) -+ D(A; Z, J, K) be the function 
of Lemma 3.4 composed with the canonical homomorphism D(A; In J, K) + 
D(A; Z, J, K). Similarly, h’:E(A;ZnK)xE(A;J)+D(A;Z,J,K) and 
h”(E(A; Jn K)) x E(A; I) --) D(A; Z, J, K). Let H: E(A; I) x E(A; J) x 
E(A; K) + D(A; Z, J, K) be the function (a, b, c) + h( [a-‘, b], c) + 
A’( Cc I, a], b) + h”( [b- ‘, c], a). Then the image of H is trivial. 
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Proof: First we show that the function H is trilinear. To do this, note. 
that for a,a’~E(A;1), beE(A;J), CEE(A;K), 
H(aa’, 6, c) 
= h( [a’ ‘a, b-J, c) + h’( [c -‘, uu’], 6) + h”( [b I, c], au’) 
= h(u’ ‘[a -I, b], c) + h( [a’ ‘, b], c) + h’( [c -.I, a], b) 
+ h’(“[c ‘,a’], b)+h”([b ‘,c],a)+h”([b ‘,~],a’) 
by (16) (17) and 3.4.(i), (ii) 
=h([u- ‘,b],“‘c)+h([u ‘,b],c)+h’([c ‘,u],b) 
+ h’( [c ‘, a’], .-’ b) + h”( [b -‘, c], a) + h”( [b--‘, c], a’) 
by 3.4(iii) 
= H(u, 6, c) + H(u’, b, c) + h( [a ‘, b], [a’, c]) 
+h([c-‘,a’], [a ‘,b]) by 3.4(ii) 
= H(u, b, c) + H(a’, b, c) + h( [a ‘, b], [a’, c]) 
+ h’( [a’, c], ‘[a-- ‘, b]) by 3.4(iii) 
= H(u, b, c) + H(u’, b, c) + h( [a- ‘, b], [a’, c]) 
+ h(Ca’, cl, Cu. ‘, bl) since [c, [u, b] ] = 0 
= H(u, b, c) + H(u’, b, c) by (14). 
It follows by symmetry that H is trilinear. So it now suffices to show that 
H(-‘e,,(r), Ye,,(s), ‘e,,(t)) =0 for x, y, ZEE(A) and r El, SEJ, t EK. Let 
x = (x,), y = (yq), z = (z,), x -’ = (x;), y ’ = (y>), z ’ = (zb). Then 
We,,(r), Je,,(s), ‘edt)) 
=& ~lC-xe,,(-r), “e,&)l, edt)) 
+ U” -‘C’ed-t), “e,,(r)l, e,,(s)) 
+ A”(.’ ‘Cyepy( --s), ‘edt), e,,(r)) 
= (to, t> + (~0, s> + (ro, r> say, 
where, by a “nuts and bolts” calculation, and letting 6, be the Kronecker 
delta function, 
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A straightforward but tedious analysis of the above formulae, together with 
(6), (7) (8), shows that (rO, r) + (so, s) -I- (to, t) =0 as required. 1 
PROPOSITION 3.7. Suppose n>2 and that niC,,,, Ii= (0). Let M, = 
E(A; nipA Zi) (A c (n), A # (n)) and M,,,=D(A;Z,, . . . . I,,). Let 
Pi: M.4 --) MA\(r) he the inclusion (A c (n), A # (n), ie (n)) and the zero 
map (A=(n), iE (n)). Let h: M,xMg-+ MAvA he the commutator 
function (A u B # (n ) ), and triviul function (A or B = (n )), and 
the function of Lemma 3.4 composed with the homomorphism 
WA; nis A Ii, nlE A zi) -+Wn; 11, . . . . I,) (AuB=(n), A,B#(n)). Then 
this structure is u crossed n-cube. 
Proof. The identities (9) (13) are clear. The identities (14k(17) and 
(19) hold because the functions h arise from crossed 2-cubes. The identity 
(18) follows from Lemma 3.6. 1 
PROPOSITION 3.8. The crossed n-cube of Proposition 3.7 is (n - 1 )-unioer- 
sul. 
Proof. Let {M, : A E (n > } be the crossed n-cube of Proposition 3.7, 
and let {N,: Ac (n)} be a crossed n-cube such that {N,:Ac (n), 
A#(n))={M,:Ac(n), A#(n)}. Note that N@==(A) acts trivially 
on the image of each function h: N, x N, -+ NC,,> (A u B = (n )). To see 
this, consider the crossed 2-cube 
st(n; I,) . ..) I,) - St(n) 
P 
I i 
Ir' 
0 = E(A; I,) . ..) I") - E(A). 
For u E E(A), b f %(A; I,, . . . . I,) we have 
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“bb’ ’ = h(a, 6) 
= h(ci, pb) where GE St(A) such that p’LT=a, by (12) 
= h(a, 1) 
= 1 by (15). 
But by the universal property of St(A; I,, .,,, Z,l) (Proposition 3.2) there is 
an E(A)-equivariant homomorphism St(A; I,, . . . . I,) + N,,, whose image 
contains the image of the h: N, x N, + N,,, (A u B = (n)). Hence E(A) 
acts trivially on the image of these h. It is now automatic to check that 
there is a homomorphism d(,,) : D(A; Z,, . . . . Z,) + N,,,, (r, s) + 
h(e,,(r), e*,(s)). Moreover, using Lemma 3.5, we see that 4<nj together with 
the identity maps 44, -+ N, (A c (n ), A # (n ) ) is a morphism of crossed 
n-cubes, and that I<,,> is unique in this respect. 1 
Theorem 1.3 follows from Propositions 3.2 and 3.8 and Theorem 1.1(i). 
The next two lemmas are easy generalisations of [S, Lemmas 3.7 and 
3.61. We write ;f = A/nj, (,,> Zj and &= Z,in;, <,,> I;. 
LEMMA 3.9. There is u (canonical) exact sequence K,(A; ni, <,,> Zi) --, -- 
Kz(A; Z,, . . . . Z,) --) Kz(A; I,, . . . . r,,) -+ 0. 
LEMMA 3.10. Suppose A is commutatiw and n ic <,,) Ii is a radical ideal. 
Then there is a (canonical) exact sequence 
-- wc niccn> , z ) + D(A; I,) . ..) Z,) + D(A; I,) . ..) TJ -+ 0. 
PROPOSITIOK 3.11. Suppose A is commutative, and ni, <,,) Zj is a 
did ideal, and Et4 nit<,,> zi)=IIAvB- +), A.RZc,r) C&A; n;,A zjL 
E(,4; nitR Z,)]. Then there is a surjective homomorphism 
D( A; I, , . . . . I,,) -+ &(A; 1,) . . . . L). 
Proof From Theorems 1.2 and 1.1(i) we have 
K,(A; II, . . . . I,,) = Ker S(A; I,, . . . . I,,) 
where ,D is given on generators by uOA, B b --* [a, b]. The crossed 2-cube 
q/l; zl, . ..) Z,) = st(A; I,, . ..) I,) - WA) 
+;i~~n;I;)-- ,,I,, 
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gives rise to a function 
-b-- 1 
h: E(A; ni, +> Ii) x E(A) + S(A; I,, . . . . I,), 
(a,h)-+a a 3 where ii~p -‘a. One readily checks that there is a 
homomorphism D( A; I,, . . . . I,,) + K,(A; I,, . . . . I,) given on generators by 
(r, s> -‘h(edrf), e32(l))h(e23(-rL~), e31(l)) 
xe~~(l)e,,(--l)(h(e,,(t), ed1))h(e2,(-rs), e3,(l))l 
x h(e2&st), ell(l)) (e21(.~)OB. .4 e12(r)), 
wheret=l-(l-ah) ‘~n~~<~>Z,,r~n~,~Z~,and.s~r)~,~Z~.Thesurjec- 
tivity of the homomorphism follows from the commutative diagram 
Dk:.>za 
- D(A; I, ) . ..) I,) - D(A; I,, . ..) T,) - 0 
z 
K2 CA; .I”, zJ 
, - -, 
I 
s 
b K,(A; ;,, Z ) , ,, - KzCA;Z,, . . . . r,,,- 0 
in which the rows are exact by Lemmas 3.10 and 3.9, and where the 
isomorphism on the left is due to [6, lo], and the isomorphism on the 
right follows from Theorem 1.3. 1 
It remains to show that the surjection of Proposition 3.11 is also 
injective. 
We write 
S’l(A; I,) . ..) z,*)=~(A;,~~~zi)xojA;z,;..,,,). 
There is an action of E(A) on S”(,4; I,, . . . . Z,,) given by “(h, c) = (aha ‘, L’) 
for ale, h~E(ft; n,,,,j Ii), CED(A;Z,, . . . . I,). 
LEMMA 3.12. Suppose A is commutative and Z, J are two-sided ideals of 
A such that In J is a radical ideal. Then there is u function 
h: E(A; I) x E(A; J) -+ S”(A; Z, J) which satisfies (15), (16), (17), and (19) 
and such that 
6) h(e,(r),e,,(s))=(l,O), ifLj#k, 
(ii) h(eJr), eds)) = (e,(m), O), j = k, i # I, 
(iii) h(eV(r), ek,(s)) = (ek,( --ST), 0), i = Z, j# k, 
(iv) h(eV(r, e,,(s)) = (e,(rt) eji( -rs) e,,(l) eV( -l){e,(t) e,,( -rs)> 
eji( --St), CL& r)), 
wherer~Z,s~J, t=l-(1-t-s) ‘EZ~J. 
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Proof The lemma is obtained from [S, Lemma 3.51 in the same way 
that Lemma 3.4 was obtained from [S, Lemma 3.31. 1 
LEMMA 3.13. Suppose A is commutative, and I, J, K are two-sided ideals 
of A such that In Jn K is a radical ideal. Let h: E(A; In J) x E( A; K) + 
S”(A; I, J, K) he the function of Lemma 3.12 composed with the canonical 
homomorphism S”( A; In J, K) + S”( A; I, J, K). Similarly, h’: E( A; In K) 
xE(A;J)+S”(A;I,J,K) and h”:E(A;JnK)xE(A;I)+S”(A;I,J,K). 
Let H: E(A; I) x E(A; J) x E(A; K) -+ S”(A; I, J, K) he the function 
(a, b, c) -+ “h( [a ‘, b], c) ‘h’( [c I, a], b) ‘h”( [b -‘, c], a). Then the image 
of H is triGal. 
Proof: Letp,:S”(A;I,J,K)+E(A;InJnK)andp,:S”(A;I,J,K)+ 
D(A; I, J, K) be the projections. Note that p, h(a, b) = [a, b] for 
aEE(A;InJ), beE(A;K); similarly,p,h’(,)=[,] andp,h”(,)=[,]. 
It follows immediately that the image of p, H is trivial. A repeat of the 
arguments used in the proof of Lemma 3.6 shows that the image of p2 H is 
trivial. 
PROPOSITION 3.14. Suppose n B 2, A is commutative, and ni, <,,) I, is a 
radical ideal. Let MA=E(A;fiieAIi) (Ac (n), AZ(n)) and 
M Cn> = S”(A; I,, . . . . I,,). Let pi: M, -+ MA,ii) he the inclusion (A c (n), 
A Z (n>, iE(n)) and the projection (A = (n), i E (n)). Let 
h:M,xM,+M,,. be the commutator function (A v B = (n)), and the 
function (a, b) -+ “bb ’ (A or B = (n ) ), and the function of Lemma 3.12 
composed with the (canonical) homomorphism S”(A; n, E A Ii, ni. B Ii) -+ 
S”(A; I, , . . . . I,,) (A u B= (n), A, B # (n)). Then this structure is a crossed 
n-cube. 
Proof The identities ( 12)(20) and (22) are clear. The identity (21) 
follows from Lemma 3.13. a 
Theorem 1.5 is proved by observing that the restriction of the 
homomorphism S(A; I,, . . . . I,) -+ S”(A; II, . . . . I,), which arises from the 
universal property of S(A; I,, . . . . I,,), is an inverse to the surjection of 
Proposition 3.11. 
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